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Andrew Young: I would not have let Danny Ferry leave 

By: Zach Klein 

Former ambassador and Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young says he wants to see embattled Atlanta Hawks 

General Manager Danny Ferry back with the team. 

 

Ferry took an indefinite leave of absence after an audio recording surfaced where he read several 

racially charged comments off a player scouting report. 

 

Young told Channel 2 sports director Zach Klein in exclusive interview that he thinks Ferry got caught in 

an unfair argument between owners. 

 

“Do you think Danny should use lose his job?” Klein asked. 

 

“Hell no,” Young responded. 

 

“You can’t make it in the world unless you play as a team. Now Atlanta has not made it up to now 

because we didn’t play as a team,” Young said. “He put the guys together and they are playing as a team 

and they are winning. They are winning better than the Hawks have won back in the days of Lenny 

Wilkins and Bob Petite.” 

 

Young said Toronto Raptors General Manager Wayne Embry, who hired Ferry in Cleveland, called him to 

say Ferry is getting a bad rap and asked him to help. 

 

Young also thinks Ferry doesn’t need to feel remorseful. 

 

“I mean this is nothing to apologize for. It’s like, should a surgeon feel remorseful for putting a patient in 

an MRI to find out what’s going on inside?” Young asked. 

The controversy surrounding Ferry started last summer after majority owner Bruce Levenson made a 

public apology for an email that Levenson sent containing comments about African-American fans at 

Philips Arena. 

The incident drew the attention of civil rights leaders and controvesry surrounding the Hawks grew 

when a June conference call emerged where Ferry is heard talking about free agent forward Luol Deng 

while summarizing a scouting report. 

 

The original words in the report said, "He's a good guy on the cover, but he's an African. He has a little 

two-step in him =  says what you like to hear, but behind closed doors, he could be killing you." 

 



On the call you can hear Ferry explain, “He has a storefront out front that's beautiful and great ... but he 

may be selling some counterfeit stuff behind you." 

 

Ferry took an indefinite leave of absence in September. 

 

“One of the things I know about this sport and almost every sport, all of these guys are fast. They are 

big, they are strong, skillful. The difference between winning and losing is usually from the neck up and 

if a general manager can’t go into the emotions, the motivations, the psychology of a player, we missed 

the boat,” Young said. 

 

Klein asked Young if he thinks Ferry is racist. 

 

“No more than I am,” Young said. “That’s a word that you cannot define ‘You are a racist’ you can’t grow 

up white in America without having some problems. You can’t grow up black in American without 

having some subtle feelings.” 

 

Young says if he was running the Hawks he would never have let Ferry leave. 

 

“Danny Ferry is too talented a guy and his life is basketball. He’s going to be general manager 

somewhere. I hope it’s Atlanta.” 



 

 


